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About This Game

Hacker Evolution is a hacking simulation game, featuring unparalleled graphics and features.
You play the role of a former intelligence agent, specializing in computer security. When a chain of events sets off worldwide,

leaving critical service disabled, you assume the role a computer hacker to find out what happened and attempt to stop it.
When a stock market, a central bank, satellite uplink and transoceanic fiber optics links crash, you know this is more then a

simple event. Something big is behind all this, and you have to figure out what is it.
You hack into computers, look for exploits and information, steal money to buy hardware upgrades in an attempt to put all the

pieces of a big puzzle together.

Set in a virtual operating system environment, the game is packed with all the features required to bring the hacker feeling and
experience to every gamer.

The concept behind Hacker Evolution is to create a game that challenges the gamer's intelligence, attention and focus, creating a
captivating mind game. Solve puzzles, examine code and bits of information, to help you achieve your objectives.

Key features:

Modding capability to allow the creation of custom levels

The included mod editor, allows you to create new game levels easily
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Multiple interface skins

Complex levels and gameplay to guarantee the best experience

Optional freelance jobs to offer more variety

Complex command console with over 20 commands and tools
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So this game has its moments. Relatively fun Beta. It is based on SC2 Arcade Desert Strike. I <3 Des Here is my list of things
that unfortunately make in inferior during the Beta.
-It doesn't allow you to move the screen when you are selecting a card. It isn't a very big map.
-When you first start off people have an advantage because of cards, upgrades or specials. I think this really bothers me because
Des is about countering units. It is much harder to counter when you simply cannot have that upgrade.
-You cannot just click a unit and see what it is. You have to hold tab to see their layout.
-At the starting when you can earn extra $$$ the units have terrible AI
. This aint a good race game ...

if you do a quick grand prix. select 5 laps, finisht the race, the whole fields is within 3 seconds ...
So you got the whole field fighting for first place, all taking corners with 3 to 5 drivers next to eacht other ... the whole race
Come on, this aint racing.... nice presentation and very impressive. some interactive content but mostly just need to sit and
watch. Be aware if you have 3d nausea like me. The later half of the game has fast moving camera and can hit you quite fast....
This game is dead, with only one server active that is empty. That being said, if you buy this game during the sale and persuade
a few friends to buy it too, you could have a bit of fun with this game. During its peak, this game was a very popular and fun
game however I didn't play the MNC series in it's prime so I never truly got to learn this game or SMNC, and am stuck with the
blitz mode on this game. The Blitz mode, like SMNC can be played solo though at least, and I prefer the Blitz mode on this
version as it feels way more relaxed and is a nice way to chillax and get rid of stress.

In conclusion, if you are looking for a multiplayer game to drop in and drop out of if you have no friends to play it with, then
this game is not for you. However, when the game is on sale and your friends are willing to buy it to play with you, i'd say it is
still worth the sale price despite being completely dead. Also the Blitz mode was worth the sale price in my opinion.. Terrible
mouse controls. It's like it's lagging when moving and it really just feels terrible when turning around. Also, when I tried to
change sensitivity from the menu I couldn't get back into the game anymore. Oh, and the loading time is annoyingly long.
This game needs fixes.. This game is quite old, but still works well, the remastered version is also fine, but it could be better if
the developers changed the command system to a modern one.
For all the players who like point and click adventures classic or not.. I haven't played much but i've been looking for a good
bomberman remake for so long and it's free, no reason not to try it. it plays great and I plan on playing it alot with friends. I
would gladly pay for this game pretty much as it is.

However, a coiuple of things I would like to change or have an option for in match creation is;

-Adding AI if possible
-having options to disable the bomb kick or set a limited use for each map/timed cooldown so it feel more like the old
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bomberman where you can trap enemies.

The kick is a interesting tactical idea though so I wouldn't like to see it fully removed form the game.

Hope to see some of you in there!. Fun, light, casual game.

Leveling up without xp is very weird, specially cause you can explore the mechanics and level up all your heros to the max if
you have enough patient to grab a flask and go back to town (repeat 200x).

Dungeons also can bug A LOT and leave your heroes stuck, making you lose your progress, frustrating.

Despite these two flaws, it's a really fun game.. Its kinda a "meh" but its interesting to play and hear about the older versions of
the game.
I would recommend if you like the game and have some extra money laying around.. A bit of a waste of money considering you
can get an identical version for free. And seeing as it is of average flash game quality, it wouldn't be worth anything even if it
wasn't on Armour Games, Kongregate, etc.
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game might have some potential for the future , atm its very basic but looks nice , but seen and played worse games in early
access that costed more .
Going to keep a eye on this game its progress and hope it will develops futher.. Very intriguing and addictive game, very
impressed :). A pretty pointless game, you would have to have no other games to play in order to be entertained by this.. Super
relaxing and easy to setup and play. Even my three year old enjoys it!. I flew at Palo Airport once (for real) and bought this add-
on out of kind of romanticism. Palo Alto airport is extremely tiny. In reality it's just an aerodrome with a big parking for small
propeller planes and a short runway.

I could only make the scenery work twice. I had to install and uninstall three times to see the scenery just after purchasing it.
Afterwards, it disappeared and I never saw the scenery again, even though Steam says it's installed and FSX has it marked as top
priority in loading.

To make the long story short: this scenery is not worth its price (you can even buy a whole flight simulator for its price) and it's
not even working correctly for me. However, I cannot even be bothered to spend more time trying to fix it, get technical support
or asking for my money back. It's not worh it for such a small aerodrome.

I just wasted my money.

UPDATE: This add-on is working again after using Steam's verify integrity. However, I still think it's too expensive for just a
small aerodrome. Not even the most basic surroundings (like Stanford) are modeled. I regret the purchase, and Steam wouldn't
give my my money back because add-on times are not counted separately, but all FSX altogether. I spent 15 mins playing in the
Palo Alto area but obviously I had played FSX for hundreds of hours... so no refund was allowed.
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